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What is Scripture?
Scriptures (Latin scriptura “writings”) are texts which

religious traditions consider to be central to their practice
or beliefs. May be used to:

• provide meaning and purpose
• evoke a deeper connection with the divine
• convey religious truths
• promote religious experience
• foster communal identity
• guide individual and communal religious practice

Some religious texts are believed to be sacred because of
their nature as divinely or supernaturally revealed or in-
spired, whereas some religious texts are simply narratives
pertaining to the general themes, practices, or important fig-
ures of the specific religion, and not necessarily considered
sacred by itself. A core function of a religious text making
it sacred is its ceremonial and liturgical role, particularly in
relation to sacred time, the liturgical year, the divine efficacy
and subsequent holy service; in a more general sense, its
performance. —Wikipedia



Sacred Texts Across Religions
Most religions have texts which operate with some level

of authority for their communities. Some examples:

The Hindu Vedas
The Vedas (“Knowledge”) are a vast library of texts

from 1700-500 BCE. The Upanishads or Vedanta (“end,”
both literally and philosophically) are one of the central col-
lections. The best known single text is the epic 700-verse
poem Bhagavad Gita. Various schools of Hinduism empha-
size different canons, but all are considered of divine inspi-
ration (“authorless”) and sage creation.

Buddhist Sutras
Sutras (“to sew, hold things together”) make up a major-

ity of Buddhist sacred texts as records of oral lessons from
various teachers.Theravada Buddhists consider only the Pali
Canon (containing texts attributed to the historical Buddha
in 500 BCE but extensively edited in 500 CE) to be Scripture,
but Mahayana Buddhists add many others. The short Heart
Sutra (400 CE) is a central text for many schools.

Jewish Holy Books
The Tanakh, made up of the Law (Torah), Prophets

(Nevi’im), and Writings (Ketuvim), is the central collection
of hierarchical canons written around 800-200 BCE. The
Mishnah (200 CE) and Talmud (500 CE) are authoritative
collections of discussion and commentary on the Tanakh.

Islamic Texts
TheQuran is a record of direct revelations from an angel

of God to Muhammad in 610-632 CE, and is only sacred in
Arabic. The Hadith is a secondary collection of sayings and
deeds of the prophet and his followers.

The Christian Bible as Scripture
“All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is

profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for in-
struction in righteousness: that the man of God may be per-
fect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works.”
—II Timothy 3:16-17 KJV

Definitions
Bible: Biblia (Latin, plural), short for biblia sacra from

Greek tà biblía tà ágia, “the holy books,” it gradually be-
came used as a singular noun in medieval Latin. Biblion
(Greek singular) originally meant “paper” or “scroll,” and
came to describe “book.” This diminutive of byblos, “Egyp-
tian papyrus,”may have come from the Phoenician sea port
Byblos from whence Egyptian papyrus was exported to
Greece. Ta biblia ("little papyrus books") was "an expres-
sion Hellenistic Jews used to describe their sacred books.
Christian use of the term can be traced to 223 CE, although
Chrysostom appears to be the first to use it (387 CE) to de-
scribe both Old and New Testaments together.
Canon: Greek "measure"; a set of texts which a reli-

gious community regards as authoritative scripture.

Contents
The Bible contains between 66 and 81 books, depending

on a denomination’s canon. Each book was divided into
chapters and verses in the medieval era. There are 31,102
verses in the King James Bible.

The original texts were written in Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek between 900 BCE and 110 CE. Some of the texts have
clear attributions for authors, some have traditional desig-
nations, and others are anonymous. It is the spiritual guide
for one-third of all humans in millions of copies worldwide.



Genres
The Bible includes a vast array of texts for different pur-

poses. Historical narrative and epic, law and ritual instruc-
tion, wisdom and folk knowledge, songs and poetry,
Gospels (a form of biography), and letters (epistles) make
up the whole.

How to read, in Christian/Jewish tradition
1. Literal (peshat)—the surface or literal (direct) meaning

of a text. This can include recognizing clearly intended
allegory or symbolism.

2. Allegorical (remez)—"hints" or the deep (hidden or
symbolic) meaning beyond just the literal sense.

3. Tropological/moral (derash)—Christian: Broader moral
lesson, often the basis of homilies and sermons. Jewish:
To "inquire" ("seek"), comparative (midrashic) mean-
ing, as given through similar occurrences.

4. Anagogical (sod)— “mystery,” the mystical, esoteric,
metaphysical, or ultimate/eschatological sense.

The layers indicate priority: one is expected to grow in
depth of understanding from literal to symbolic, as the
quote below emphasizes:

“My point, once again, is not that ancient people told lit-
eral stories and that we are now smart enough to take them
symbolically, but that they told them symbolically and we
are now dumb enough to take them literally.”

— John Dominic Crossan

Resources:
• Reading the Bible Again for the First Time by Mar-

cus Borg
• The Bible by Karen Armstrong
• Who Wrote the Bible? by Richard Friedman
• Misquoting Jesus by Bart Ehrman


